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In a world gone completely catawampus with Porsche sport-utes and Cadillac pickups, Volvo
barely deserves mention for this playful tug at its own starchy brand. Okay, it's more like a
violent jerk. The evangelists of the "All Safety All the Time" gospel submit for consideration to
their slightly phobic fan base the S60R sedan and V70R wagon, each with horsepower, all-wheel
drive, Brembo four-piston calipers, and a choice of a five-speed automatic or six-speed stick.
Volvo is bringing steak tartare to its normally vegan potluck. Apparently, the vegans in question
quite like the taste of red meat. Remember the bumblebee yellow hp T-5R wagon of ? The
company was only supposed to build , but Volvoistas stormed the dealerships, and were
served. Those who were turned away have sat out a nine-year wait for the replacement R. Chalk
up the delay to the company's rigidly conservative culture, says Lars Erik Lundin,
vice-president and general manager of Volvo's Monitoring and Concept Center. Selling Volvo's
safety-image-obsessed management on a hot rod is always a challenge. At least the S60R and
the V70R start from a nonboring baseline. With its broad shoulders and arcing roofline the S60
was "a little bit against Volvo philosophy in that it put design over packaging," says Lundin.
Last year Volvo offered the Haldex electrohydraulic all-wheel-drive system, and this year the R
debuts. On a brief romp over mountain roads and around the turns of Circuit Paul Ricard in
southern France, a V70R with the five-speed automatic proved the new Volvo has plenty of
protein. The engine plumbs thick torque to a chassis that knows just where to squirt it in
corners, especially on a rain-drenched track. The steering is light, but the turn-in is quick and
the car rotates surprisingly hard in turns. The brakes feel as if they could stop time. The biggest
complaint is that the heavy boost builds smoothly but blows off with a rush, leaving the engine
gasping. The air flows in a lower-restriction cleaner down through the turbocharger and two
intercoolers and then across the top of the engine in a large hydroformed aluminum pipe.
Reground camshafts with higher lift and longer-duration lobes and variable valve timing on both
shafts usher it into the cylinders, where the reinforced pistons, wrist pins, and connecting rods
await. Horsepower peaks at rpm, and peak torque of pound-feet in cars equipped with the
five-speed automatic arrives at a satisfying rpm. In the suspension, new rear links dial more
toe-in through corners to steer the rear end. The result is shocks that can adjust times per
second to counteract nose dives, roll, and rear-end squat. Drivers express their mood by
selecting one of three stiffness settings, including an "advanced" mode that also punches up
the throttle response. They can also turn off the car's anti-skid nanny by pushing the DSTC
button five times, or set it with one push to a new, "reduced function" mode that allows more
yaw and sideways fun but makes small corrections to keep the car off the guardrails. Some 30
visual changes tell everybody you're driving the friskier model. A new lower bumper sucks air
through a wider duct, and a small spoiler deflects wind from the trunk or tailgate. Off-color
stitching on the seats and leather airbag boss, along with chrome-accented gauges, brighten
the cockpit. Volvo is being intentionally subtle with the Rs it plans to build annually, figuring its
discerning customers prefer subtle flavors. A good plan, especially if you're trying to change
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Reading Below. More From First Drives. I own an S60R manual and looking at your posts I agree
either way. If you don't care about what breaks then you should lauch it at 5k rpm and never let
go of the accelerator when changing gears The power is kw! The acceleration is OK in terms of
sensation. The motor is not very smooth and dones't sound tht great, even wth a 3 inch
exchaust. If you are a 'street'racer, first, get off the street. Secondly this car isn't fast when
strictly comparing numbers unless you launch it above 5k RPM. The bigest dispontment for me
is the ability to throttle steer the car and get good feedback from seat-of the pants roll and slip
angle. I am onbviously doing this with all driver enahncements turned off yes, I did hit the
required button 5 times. I've had many 4 doors sports sedans and the e39 M5 was th best. I
currently also have a Turbo X I bought the S0R 6spd man car so I can be conservative when
visiting client and want to go out into the woldersness with mountin bikes and friends whtout
having to put on and remove tmy Porsche Techuipment roof rack. I have an S60R auto and also
a Carrera S. The volvo isn't great off the line, although I have had a little work done on it and ran
an offical Suspension lets it down which I am trying to address atm. Overall a great daily car,
but I wouldn't pick it if I was in a real hurry, just for longer drives. Nontheless this car has ben
clocked to 60mph in 5. A typical driver would be lucky to get in 5. This car is not easy to launch,
does not feel fast, has angle gear problems requiring replacement, and simply is not reliably
fast off the line. Handling wise, be warned the turning radius sucks, the Anti-Skid DEM has been
shown to fail and require replacement. Those that rave about its "speed" are S60R owners that

are either disillusioned or being biased in my opinion. I do agree with others that state ambient
temperature and gas quality affect acceleration. I own a S60R. There has been a lot of
discussion about its performance in the Netherlands, where the car has been tested and they
found a kph time of 7,7 seconds for the V70R mind you the weather was very hot at the time:
30C or 86F. I can tell you I do believe it will manage in 5. However you do need the premium fuel
for this turbocharged car, something that isn't necessary for a big V8 like the Jag XJR that's
described in another comment. The car is very comfortable to drive and I feel it's powerful
enough especially when revving high. I think the car does deserve the 5. I believe the mph
factory figures are 5. I've got to say the Volvo feels much slower during hard acceleration,
although I've never timed it so I wouldn't be surpised if the factory figures are a second or so
adrift! Having said that I've heard that very few of these cars actually leave the factory with the
claimed bhp and generally require tuning to reach this figure. Again I wouldn't disagree or it
may just be that I've got a slow one. I guess no two cars are the same. This car does mph in 5.
Different magazines will post different numbers, that's why we don't cross finish line all
together at the track. Please give us some clue on what media tested this car and got these
figures. We can't change anything if we are not sure that your claims are valid. Ah that's right
the S was on the street lol. It doesn't show the mph times here but if you click That's about the
same time On dragstrip this actually managed to do a 9. Well the S was tuned on a dragstrip
with a mix of 93 and Btw, PS from 3. One of the most stunningly beautiful GT's ever
manufactured. And a V12 too made That's something I can agree on. But if I may be honest:
Ferrari kinda Volvo S60 R specs. Lap times Best. Filters Non-dry laps. Track Time Hockenheim
Short Performance 0 - kph 6. Powertrain specs Engine type Straight 5 Displacement 2. S60 R
competition. Volvo S60 R vs Audi S4. More Volvo cars If I were to buy again, I would get a v8
Audi S4 with the 6spd man. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the S
Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type All wheel drive Center
limited slip differential yes Transmission 6-speed manual mechanical center differential yes.
Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature Power
Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks
yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions
Front Seat Dimensions height adjustable passenger seat yes sport front seats yes Front leg
room Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes leather yes Front head room Rear
hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum
cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Length
Maximum towing capacity lbs. Height EPA interior volume cu. Wheel base Width Rear track
Sponsored cars related to the S Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension
yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty
Free Maintenance 3 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 8 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See S60
Inventory. Sign Up. See S60 Inventory. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the S Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type All wheel drive
Center limited slip differential yes Transmission 6-speed manual mechanical center differential
yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature
Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door
locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock
yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions
Front Seat Dimensions height adjustable passenger seat yes sport front seats yes Front leg
room Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes leather yes Front head room Rear
hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum
cargo capacity Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats
in place Drag Coefficient. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the S
Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 12
yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See S60 Inventory. Sign Up. See S60 Inventory. We use technical
and analytics cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our Qlight website. By
continuing to browse this site, you give consent for cookies to be used. Yes, I accept More
Information. Smart
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Factory Wireless Controlled Product. USB Controlled Product. Ethernet Controlled Product.
Tower Lights. Special-Controlled Tower Lights. Explosion Proof Tower Lights. Wireless Tower

Light. Signal Beacons Single Color. Multiple Color. Signal Stack. Multi Functional. Wireless
Multiple Color. Beacon Sounders. Obstruction Lights. Weatherproof Signal Beacons.
Weatherproof Electronic Sounders. Signal Beacons for Heavy Equipment. Spreader Signal
Lights. Explosion Proof Warning Lights. Explosion Proof Electric Horns. Helideck Lights.
Ex-proof Lights. LED Work Lights. LED Light Bars. Enclosure Lights. LED Linear Fixtures. LED
Tube Lights. I accept the privacy statement. Electronic Sounders. Signal Beacons. Single Color
Beacons. Multiple Color Beacons. Signal Stack Lights. Multi Functional Beacons. Signal
Beacons and Electronic Sounder Combinations. General Electronic Sounders. Emergency
Vehicle Light Bars. Aviation Obstruction Lights. Qlight Co. Bulb Revolving Type Buzzer volume
fixed type Max.

